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crunch in the UK
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City trading transforms
and reorganises, and

electronic screens replace
‘open outcry’ pits
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Serious Fraud
Office (SFO) closes down BCCI

branches in the UK. 
Police raids conducted

worldwide

Bank of England

Premier League Football
First of several matches to see �oodlight

failures that are later linked to interference
from an Asian betting syndicate
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The EU
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is introduced

The �rst MTIC 
frauds begin
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FCA fines several banks a total of £1.1 billion for
failing to control business practices related

to the Forex scandal
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WannaCry Ransomware
   The attack a�ects over

230,000 computers, causing
severe disruption to many

organisations
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Computer
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Trading
suspended
following

an SFO raid
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World Wide Web, 
developed by Sir Tim Berners-Lee

at CERN, is opened to the general public
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Many of the same banks were later �ned a
further £3.6 billion by U.S. law enforcement

1990

The Onion  Routing
(TOR) project

TOR is �rst released - an
anonymising network

associated with 
the 'Dark Web'
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30 years of tracking fraud
Learning from the past to prepare for the future


